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1 � An unrealistic language/personality of speech statistics, the number of conversations, or the first-ever speech sheet, goes straight forward from the literal language. Speech statistics are often used and are prepared for emphasis, responition, expression, or explanation. 3 Identity attribute-type or speech data, especially in one form; in virtual or literal language. My definition:- Nothing compares to real 4 literal lying truth; No exaggeration; Original or fact: a literal explanation of the situation. The word or
word is included, or being included, or contained according to the basic or strong meaning of words; not present or virtual: the literal meaning of the word. My definition: for real! 5) Or literal ____ 1. Eric thinks that the drop is oniblog video games. 2. Lauren has volunteered her mind every Tuesday after school. 3. Thinking about summer camp feels like a bundle of sun. 4. As I sent my speech, my voice thought if I had a rock and a sand. 5. Emma, Kwangi, but she may look like a gazal dance. 6. Jacob
expressed many emotions through his photography. 7. My favorite tennis shoes are tired and tired. F L F f F L F 6 L F f ff fm Forgot about the visit to Yunus Field, so some of the kids asked to see if he was ok. What is a person of F7 speech? A statistic of speech is a word or sentence that describes one thing in terms of something and is literally not true. All they thought about was money. His eyes were signs of dollar. © clipart.com can use 8 SpeechFigures... Make pictures in a reader's brain. Set up
mode. Emotions and thoughts of expression in interesting and amazing ways. As I sleep under the stars, a white blanket of fog covered me in my musty folds. 9 What does these words mean? Chat/write with your partner. 1) They were busy as flies. 2) My love is deeper than the sea. 3) The room looks like pig kushan. 4) The announcement was music in my ears. 5) It's a forest there. 6) Beautiful as a picture 7) A fox as mutafinal 8) silk smooth as 9) as mulasies 10) as fire 12) a harnet 13) burning as dark
as night 14) 14) Choose 1*2 as dark as 10 on my side) choose 1 *2 and draw the picture for everyone. Why are speech statistics confused for people whose first language is not English? 11 types of spichfave different types of data in which we will use in the function... In understanding the data of the Samallas phrase Sasco Taqain 12 Spichauhan you read a statistic of speech, using what you know about one thing to help you understand more about the other. In the water, the sign was a dolphin. The
Kaorbas pictures/HRW dolphins are good swimmers. Mark was a good perax. In water 13, the sign was a dolphin. What do you see? In the water, the sign was a dolphin. © 2002 What are The Conlin Pictures/HRW or 14 Samallas? Samallas are compared between two things using a word, such as, or it does. The city light is shining like stars in the night sky. Kawarbas Pictures/HRW Kawarbas Pictures/HRW 15 Babi ran away like a tiger. What are The Smalls? Babi fled like a tiger . The Kawarbas
pictures/HRW Koverbas pictures/HRW 16 city lights are stars that glow in the dark. What are the admonitions? The comparisons between the two things are the clipnashel in which one thing is another. One is not used like or like. There are stars in the city light who shine in the dark. The Kawarbas Pictures/HRW 17 one statement says one thing is something more. What are the admonitions? The rationals are compared between two things in which one thing becomes another thing. A statement says one
thing is something more. Does not use words as a decree, as compared to, or matched to. The dog's peel was Thunder. © The flood water rose in the shape of The Sadra/Kawarbas 18, and the river became a bird's galaxy. For hours, he used everything in his eyes. What kind of punishment is the first one? What kind of punishment is the compound second? Simple second sentence starts with an __________________________________________________________ Garund 19 These were a
multitude of birds flying their thoughts. Compares two things using a function as a direct example. His thoughts were a multitude of birds in flight. One indirectly indicates or shows the competition. His thoughts spread his fans and batakoan sans freely. 20 This computer is a device. Quick check ing identifies each one as either direct or indirect. This computer is a device. He hated me with Vanumus eyes and hassad out his answer. It's a vavela before the old bike is parked and yipped today my mind has
happened in the rolling mountains. 21 Quick Check Directly This computer is a dinasor. Indarectosh hated me with Vanumavos eyes and his answer out hassad. Before he started with a vavela the old bike is barked and yipped blasting air across the rolling mountains of my mind nowadays. 22 Have you found out of the exit? On a small piece of paper, up to five numbers. Write down your answers and put them in the slot. 1. His pleasant laugh was an incantating in a stormy sky. 2. Like broadcast black
ribbons to birds across the sky. 3. The baby's skin was as softly like roses. 4. The brain of a libraryor is a treasure-shave. 5. His smile was brighter than the sun. For example, of course, there is a figure of 23 times the speech that gives a person's characteristics in animals, an objection, or an idea. For example: wind by way of trees. The wind cannot scream . Only a living thing can scream . 24 The sun glowed over the sea, all possible: they did their very best to make Balluus smooth and -The sun from
Walrus and The Bet by Louis Caral has come to life and he is working as a person. On the road 25 hungry sat-thresherata. The sat is the thresherating on the sat road. 2) Danced flowers about the lon. 26 A person gives a quality that the word personafakataonorati understanding. 1. The sun spread its heat across the earth. 2. Dance what to receive and as the cro as the in-the-sis. 3. Darkness wrap his arms around me. 27 In words using The Sonafakatoonlok. With your partner, talk to each word how to
give a human quality and write a sentence for everyone. Max
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
The heavens with the heavens with the spring monkey earth and its warm, delicate hands, as incontius to doubt. Our friendship is comfortable and relaxed as a pair of flanthen palms. The old factory had, of course, become a house-to-house animal. I am older than hills in 29 maheta. They ran away like a great lightning . An exaggeration is used to effect the statement. It is not used to misle the reader, but to emphasize a point. Examples: He said, brilliant on many million slot. You've got to increase like
an ben-clate. I'm older than the hills. They ran away like a great lightning . His brain is the size of an Egyptian. 30. The exaggeration is an exaggeration. It holds a picture in the reader's brain. Example: You could knock me with a fan. Used to emphasize exaggeration (this part makes it more important) or the winnable effect. With exaggeration, a writer makes a point by explaining this. 31 Exaggeration = their feet are as big as boats. I almost laughed. 32 Explanation makes the virtues of the
exaggerations or things stand out by these exaggerations. For example: the skin on his face was thin and prepared as strongly as an onion skin. That's the funniest girl I've ever met. You make five of your examples. 33 Exaggeration! Exaggeration can also be used to describe a person's emotions(emotions). In the following selection, a guy is expelling a man from a deep hole. It was not just a man he was catching, but a big one; Or a block of granite was bridge inandoralabli. Pain is inandoralabi. -James
Rammy Yuelman, what does a guy and a man do this exaggeration? Write your reply. 34 Show me the exaggeration! The whole nursery did not seem to have enough brains, so to speak, to behave with Fashwick. -Mark Tween, a Connectivity Toyankey in the Court of King Arthur then moved slowly. There was no rush, because there was nowhere to go, nothing to buy and no money to buy with it, nothing to look out of the mcombi county limits. -Harper Lee, killing an innocent 35 Never review!
Exaggeration---used for the interpretation of these emotions—is used in defining these emotions—the phrase 36 means that a phrase (or expression in terms) is a built-in or expression in a language that cannot be translated in a language adjacent to or directly. Example: He has a fly in his bonnet, meaning that he is crazy, literally cannot be translated into another language word for word. 37 Phrase by: Michel Ganyas Michel Ganyas 38 What is an idior? Words, sentences, or expressions are not
logically or literally interpreting unusual expressions that either the primer is wrong or that means that context seriation cannot be co-existed through Michel Ganas 39 means that: cats and dogs are falling from the sky. The rain is very difficult. It's not raining much at all. The weather is terrible. A .b .c. d. Hint: I can't go out because it rains cats and dogs and I got it. Michel Ganas 40 Sorry, try again! Michel Ganas 41 right! Michel Ganas 42 Sorry, try again! Michel Ganas 43 Sorry, try again Michel Ganas
44 means that your closet is full of canacallins of your closure: your closet is full of cinkout. You're hiding something in your closet. You have secrets or something that you don't want anyone to know. You are not afraid of anything. A .b .c. d. Hint: Why should you not be able to answer all my questions? Tell me you have a cint in your closet! Michel Ganas 45 Sorry, try again! Michel Ganas 46 Sorry, try again! Michel Ganas 47 right! Michel Ganas 48 Sorry, try again! Michel Ganas 49 a leg nod!!! One leg
means: used in a dance. a. To get a bug away from it, your leg is a nod. hurry up! You're doing The Hokey Pokey. A .b .c. d. Hint: We're going to be late for the plane if you don't have a leg to be moving! Michel's 50 sorry, try again! Michel's 51 sorry, try again! Michel's 52 right! Michel Thanas 53 Sorry, try again! Michel Ganas 54 common idiam and his meaning: Snow says or some hope others will join you to have a chip on your shoulder describe a person who is angry and defensive or who is always
ready to argue and who will be patient your horses. Climb your leg you have a minute wait on the hill old or very old to do something about Michel Thanas 55 extra references phrase: Fun idiopation game. There is a z list of phrases with types and quizes. There is a website about a software program you can buy about the phrase. Another phrase is the review website. The quizes is practice. Tells that the custom phrase started. Found in all the pictures: (if not from clip art) by voice: (audio browser) other
materials are used: more than each other by cats and dogs The 56 phrase practice is 57 doubt, phrases, exaggeration, or personification____ 1. Eric thinks the drop is a big video game. 2. Lauren has volunteered her mind every Tuesday after school. 3. Thinking about summer camp feels like a bundle of sun. 4. As I sent my speech, my voice thought if I had a rock and a sand. 5. Emma, Kwangi, but she may look like a gazal dance. 6. Jacob expressed many emotions through his photography. 7. My
favorite tennis shoes are tired and tired. 8. Before the football match, both teams participated in a sports event. 9. I can enjoy the sun this summer before I have a ton of paperwork. 10. Sometimes I have to be the mind of my younger brother. 11. Some students are being pulled out of the library. 12. His brain is the size of an Egyptian. 13. This joke went over my head perfectly. 14. Students took hold of their pants on Monday. I forgot about the field trip. 15. It was a group project, but everyone boarded
Andrew's Coatalys 58 practice = homework data is widely used. Look through a newspaper or magazine, including ads, and collect at least six figures. See examples of smallness, adhesives and examples. Not edited.
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